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Enterprise's executive ability is an important component of core competitiveness, 
in order to make a company have good execution, the company's management need to 
formulates the executable task according to the enterprise strategy, and assign the 
tasks to the corresponding staff to perform, and to ensure that each employee 
understand their mission with the enterprise strategic relationship. At the same time, 
the degree of completion of the task  can be used as one of the staff appraisal 
standard. 
In previous work mode, although there have assigned goals and tasks to 
individual person, but tracking report is not real-time, the final result is not ideal, and 
are waste a lot time. In order to achieve the result of monitoring, some departments 
have a meeting weekly or monthly. Although such method plays a positive role in 
promoting work efficiency, it wastes a lot of time. This top-down management style 
unable to fully arouse the enthusiasm of employees, and it is difficult for employees to 
have a leading character attitude for the company. 
So we need a fine task management system to improve the company execution, 
assist company management formulate strategies, finish task decomposition and 
distribution, realize real-time report and track the progress of the work. System 
includes project management, task management, document management, team 
management, statistical analysis and system management, etc. This system uses B/S 
structure, database server and application server phase separation, add a file server 
and cache server. The server using the Python language development, using the MVC 
three-tier architecture, using HTML, jQuery build system interface. 
This dissertation introduces the system of business process and function 
requirements, system physical architecture and software architecture, design the 
various modules in detail including operation process, the class structure and database 
design. And the implementation of the interface and the core code, and the system 
function and performance test. 
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本系统采用 MVC 三层体系架构，采用灵活的 Python 语言进行构建，并采用 



























































系统角色描述见表 2-1 所示。 
 








 系统总体用例描述见表 2-2 所示。 
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